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NOTE : The document identifier and heading has
been changed on this page to reflect that this
is a performance specification. There are no
other changes to this document. The document identifier
on subsequent pages has not been changed, but will be H

changed the next time this document is revised.
MIL-PRF-5920E (USAF)
6 JUIY 1993

SUPERSEDING
MIL-M-5920D (USAF)
7 September 1981

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

NANUALS, TECHNICAL AND CHECKLISTS: SANPLE
CHECKLISTS

This specification is approved
Force and is available foe use
Department of Defense.

1. SCOPE .

AND LOADING DATA
BASIC WEIGHT

for use by the Department of the Air
by all Departments and Agencies of the

1.1 Scope. This specification covers the preparation of the Sample Basic
Weight Checklists and Loading Data aircraft manuals. These manuals consist of
TO lX-XXXX-5-1, Sample Basic Weight Checklist (Chart A) and TO lx-xxxx-5-2,
Loading Data (Chart E) as approved for use in TO 1-lB-40 and development under
provisions of MIL-w-25140. In addition to “paper” delivery, this
specification provides for electronic delivery of data through the use of the
Document Type Definitions (DTD) contained in Appendixes A and B.

2. APPLICABLE DOCU’hENTS.

2.1 Government documents.

2.1.1 Specifications, standards and handbooks. The following specifications,
standards and handbooks form a part of this document to the extent specified
herein. Unless otherwise

Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any
pertinent data which may be of use in improving this document
should be addressed to: HQ AFLCIENCS, Wright Patterson APB, OH
45433-5000, by using the self addressed Standardization document
Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this
document or by Ietker.

AMSC F6921 AREA TNss

Distribution Statement A. Approved for public release; distribution is
unlimited.
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specified, the issues of these documents are those listed in the
issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and @

Standards (DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the
solicitation (see 6.2).

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-W-25140 Weight and Balance Control System (For
Aircraft and Rotorcraft)

MIL-M-38784 Manuals, Technical: General Style and
Format Requirements

MIL-P-38790 Printing Production of Technical Manuals:
General Requirements for

MIL-M-85337 Manuals, Technical: Quality Assurance
Program; Requirements for

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military
specifications, standards and handbooks are available from the
Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094. )

2.1.2 other Government documents, drawinqs and publications.
The following other Government documents, drawings and
publications form a part of this document to the extent specified
herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues are those cited in
the solicitation.

PUBLICATIONS

Air Force Technical Manuals

TO 1-lB-40 Weight and Balance Data

TO 1-lB-50 Basic Technical Order for US.AFAircraft
weight and Balance

(Copies of documents required by contractors in connection with
specific procurement functions should be obtained from the
acquiring activity or as directed by the contracting officer. )

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of ‘a conflict between the
text of this document and the references cited herein, the text
of this document takes precedence. Nothing in this document,
however, supersedes applicable laws and regulations unless a.
specific exemption has been obtained.

2 e
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3. REQUIREMENTS .

3.1 Source of technical data. Charts A and E, as approved by
the acquiring activity engineering personnel, shall be used as
the contents of the TC IX-XXXX-5-1 (Sample Basic Weight ‘
Checklists) and the TO lX-XXXX-5-2 (Loading Data) manuals for the
applicable Type/Model/Series aircraft or rotorcraft. Chait A is
the DD Form 365-1, Basic Weight Checklist Record. Chart E is not
a standard form but any of the graphsf charts Or tables in TO lx-
XXXX-5-2 that provides loading data. These data shall be
initially prepared by the contractor under the provisions of MIL-
w-25140 for Air Force completion of the Weight and Balance
Handbook for representative or individual aircraft as specified
in TO 1-lB-50.

. 3.2 Development and preparation. The general manner of
development and preparation for manuals shall be in accordance
with MIL-M-38784 and MIL-P-38790.

3.3 Sanmle basic wei.clhtchecklists (TO IX-XXXX-5-1). The sample
Basic Weight Checklists and diagrams shall be legible either when
the manual is viewed vertically (normal reading position) or when
the manual is rotated from the vertical 90 degrees clockwise.

3.3.1 Sample basic weiaht checklists manual arrangement.
Appendix A provides the DTD for electronic delivery of,this
manual. Each sample Basic Weight Checklists manual shall consist
of the following:

a. Front Matter

b. Chapter 1 - Introduction

c. Chapter 2 - Sample Basic Weight Checklists (Chart A)

3.3.1.1 Front matter. The front matter shall consist of a ti~le
page, list of effective pages and a table of contents ‘in
accordance with MIL-M-38784 with the following exceptions.

3.3.1.1.1 Sanmle basic weiaht checklists title. The words
“SAMPLE BASIC WEIGHT CHECKLISTS” shall be used as the type of
publicatio~.. The aircraft type designation shall be used as the
prime title.

3.3.1.2 Chapter 1 - Introduction. Chapter 1 shall contain the
foreword/preface/introduction requirements of MIL-M-38784. In
addition, it shall include an explanation of how to use and
mai.ntaln the sample Chart A, and create a new Chart A (see.Figure
1).

3
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3.3.1.3 Chapter 2 - Sample basic weiqht checklists (chart Al.
Chapter 2 shall begin by identifying the sample Basic Weight
Checklists contained in the manual (see Figure 2). The remainder
of Chapter 2 shall consist of the sample Basic Weight Checklists.
These lists shall be identical to the final approved Chart ‘A, as
specified in 3.1, except that the words “Sample Only” shall be
printed immediately following the aircraft Type/Model/Series
designation in the Model/Design/Series block and the “RECORD OF
CHECKING” columns shall be blank. Unless otherwise specified,
i.llustrat~ons of the Chart A item locations shall be Included and
shall be inserted as a facing page to the corresponding items
listing (see Figure 3 and 6.2).

3.4 Loadinq data (TO lX-XXXX-5-2). Loading Data, charts, tables
and diagrams shall be legible either when the manual is viewed
vertically (normal reading position) or when the manual is
rotated from the vertical 90 degrees clockwise.

3.4.1 Loadinu data manual arrangement. Appendix B provides the
DTD for electronic delivery of this manual. Each Loading Data
manual shall consist of the following:

a. Front Matter

b. Chapter 1 - Introduction

c. Chapter 2 - Loading Data

3.4.1.1 Front matter. The front matter shall consist of a title
page, list of effective pages, table of contents, list of
illustrations and list of tables in accordance with MIL-M-38784
with the following exceptions.

3.4.1.1.1 Loadina data title. The words “LOADING DATA” shall be
used as the type of publication. The aircraft type designation
shall be used as the prime title.

3.4.1.2 Chapter 1 -Introduction. Chapter 1 shall contain the
foreword/preface/introduction requirements of MIL-M-3878~. In
addition, it shall include a weight and balance classification
reference and an explanation of how to use the Chart E (see
Figure 4).

3.4.1.3 Chapter 2 - Loadin~ Data. Chapter 2 shall begin by
delineating weight and balance control requirements, aircraft
weighing requirements and intervals, and the contained Loading
Data (Chart E). The acquiring activity will determine weighing
intervals (see 6.2). Figures 5 and 6 represent Chapter 2 examples
for Class 1 and Class 2 aircraft, respectively. The remainder of
Chapter 2 shall consist of the Loading Data identical to the

4
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final approved Chart E as specified in 3.1. Chart E shall begin

with general aircraft weighing instructions, aircraftodiagram and
general notes affecting aircraft loading. The remain~ng Chart E

content, such as loading tables, graphs, etc, shall appear m the
order of use on the Form 1?- Weight and Balance Clearance Form—
(DD Form 365-4), as represented in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
Necessary Chart .~ additions or deletions shall be made as -
specified or approved by the acquiring activity (see 6.2) .

4. QUALITY ASSUEULNCE PROVISIONS.

4.1 Responsibility. for inspection. Unless otherwise specified

in the contract or purchase order, the contractor is responsible
for the performance of all inspection requirements (examinations
and tests) as specified herein (see 6.2). Except as otherwse
specified in the contract or purchase order~ the Contractor maY
use his own or any other facilities suitable for the performance
of the inspection requirements specified herein, unless
disapproved by the Government. The Government reserves the right
to perform any of the inspections set forth in this specification
where such inspections are deemed necessary to ensure supplies
and services conform to the prescribed requirements.

4.1.1 ResDonsibilitV for compliance. All item shall meet all

requirements of Sections 3 and 5. The inspection set forth in
this specification shali become a part of the contractor’s
overall inspection system or quality program. The absence of any

inspection requirements in the specification shall not relieve
the contractor of the responsibility of ensuring that all
products or supplies submitted to the Government for acceptance
comply with all requirements of the contract. Sampling

inspection, as part of manufacturing operations, is an acceptable-
practice to ascertain conformance to requirements, however, this
does not authorize submission of known defective materlai, e~ther
indicated or actual, ~o~ does it co~.it the Government to aCCf2pt

defective material.

4.2” Qualitv conformance ins~ection. Material furnished in

accordance with this specification shall be inspected by the
cont~actor for conformance to the applicable requirements of this
document in accordance with MIL-14-38784, MIL-P-38790 and, when a

contractual requirement, MIL-M-85337.

4.3 Government inspection. Material furnished in accordance
with this specification shall be subject to inspection
verification and approval or disapproval by the Government as
specified by the terms of the contract. Inspection/verification
will be performed by the Government prior to acceptance.

.
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5. PACKAGING.

5.1 Packaqinq requirements. Packaging shall be in accordance
with MIL-M-38790.

6. NOTES .

(This section contains information of a general or explanatory
nature that may be helpful, but is not mandatory. )

6.1 Intended use. The technical manuals prepared in accordance
with this document provide required information to service
activities for preparing the checklists for insertion into the
Weight and Balance Handbook for individual aircraft and the
necessary Loading Data and restrictions required to complete DD
Form 365-4. These manuals provide guidance and instruction for
specific Type/Model/Series aircraft to better facilitate
compliance with weight and balance requirements. In addition,
the Sample Basic Weight Checklists and Loading Data manuals serve
as the baseline for updating individual aircraft Weight and
Balance Handbooks.

6.2 Acquisition requirements. Acquisition documents must
specify the following:

a.

b.

c.

c.

d.

e.

$1”

h.

Title, number, and date of this document.

Issue of the DODISS to be cited in the solicitation, and
if required, the specific issue of individual documents
referenced (2.1.1).

If illustrations of the Chart A item locations shall be
other than as specified in this document (3.3.1.3).

If weighing intervals shall be other than as specified in
this document (3.4.1.3).

If Chart E additions or deletions shall be made
(3.4.1.3).

If performance of inspections shall be other than as
specified in this document (4.1).

If representative aircraft are within ~ % MAC CG and ~
pounds (Figure 5, 2.1.1.2).

Address of logistics center assigned maintenance
engineering responsibility for the aircraft (Figure 5,
2.1.3).

6
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i. If specific weighing requirements will be specified as
sub-paragraphs (Figure 6, 2.1.2.1).

j- Address of logistics center assigned maintenance
engineering responsibility for the aircraft (Figure 6,
2.1.3).

6.3 Technical manual acquisition. To acquire the technical,.
manuals described herein, this spec~f~catlon must be listed in AF

Technical Manual Contract Requirements (TMCR) T_M-86-01, which in
turn is listed in the Contract Data Requirements List (DD Form
1423), except where DOD FAR Supplement 27.475-1 exempts the
requirement for a DD Form 1423.

6.4 Acronyms. The acronyms used in this document are defined as
follows:

AFR -

CG -

DD -

DOD -

DODIS -

DTD -

MAc -

TCTO -

T~fcR -

TO -

Vs -

Air Force Regulation

Center of Gravity

Defense Department

Department of Defense

Department of Defense Index of Specifications and
Standards

Document Type Definition

Maximum Allowable Concentration

Time Compliance Technical Order

Technical Manual Contract Requirements

Technical Order

Versus

6.4 Aircraft weiaht and balance classification. Aircraft weight

and balance classifications (Class i and Class 2 aircraft) are
defined in MIL-W-25140 and TO I-IB-50.

6.6 Sub5ect term (key word) listinq.

Chart A
Chart E
Class 1 Aircraft
Class 2 Aircraft
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DD Form 365
Form F
Loading Data
Weight and Balance

6.7 Chanqes from previous issue. Marginal notations are not
used in this revision to identify changes with respect to-the
previous issue due to the extensiveness of the changes.

I

Custodian:
Air Force. - 16

Preparing Activity:
Air Force - 16

Reviewers:
Air Force - 01, 10, 99 (Project TMSS-F594)

8
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CHAPTER

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE.

11 INTRODUCTION

.
This technical manual contains Sample Basic Weight checklists (Charts A) which
are applicable to model F-15 aircraft. These chafis are intended to assist
usin~ personnel in complying with the requirements of TO 1-IB-50 by providing
data for insertion into the weight and Balance Eandbook.

1.2 HOW TO USE SAMPLE CKARTS A.

The Sample Chafis A are tabulations of all fixed operating equipment it=
which have definite locations, or may be installed, or are alternate
installations for standard equipment items in the aircraft. The weight, arm,
and simplified moment are given for each Chart A item. The Sample Charts A
presented herein are intended to be used only as a guide in preparing a new
Basic Weight Checklist for insefiion into the Weight and Balance Handbook for
representative or individual aircraft. DO not use sample Chart A for
inventorying equipment oh the aircraft. Detailed procedures for preparing and
maintaining Basic Weight Checklists (Cha@. A) are contained in TO 1-lB-40.

1.3 CREATING NEW CHARTS A.

When it is necessary to create a new chart A, use the enclosed Sample Basic
Height Checklist in the Weight and Balance Handbook by cieleting or crossing

out the wrds ‘SAMPLE ONLY” on each page and adjusting the items to match the
individual aircraft configuration. 00 this by crossing out thOBe lt- nOt
appli=ible,to the aircraft and addinq nek.items as appropriate. when the
Sample Basic Weight Checklists are converted to the individual aircraft
configuration, maintain it as a checklist, not as part of che TO lX-XXXX-S-1.

1.4 RoUND OFF.

The weights and arms are rounded to whole numbers. Simplified moments are
rounded to one decimal place. Use the arm for inventorying the aircraft, and
the weight and moment for weight tracking. Because of the round-off error,
multiplying weight times arm may not reflect the published moment; likewise,
moment divided by weight may not reflect the ,published arm.

l-~ RECORD OF’ AFF??LICAELETIM COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDERS (1’CTC).

The record of applicable time compliance tee!’micalorders is a lisr of all
TCTOs which affect the technical content [text or ~llustia~~ons) of this
manual. The Chaage/Rev:sion/Supplement Data column lists the date of issue
when each cnange was (or will be) incorporated into thi~ manuai. Only
currencly effective changes are listed. h TC’TOis de~eted frorcthe list whe~
either the applicable equipment configuration is no longer covered in the
publication cr i; is rescinded, superseded, or repiacd.

L
FIGU~ 1.

J
Example chapter 1, introduction - samle basic
weiqht checklists manual. ,..,.:

....
9 ““:
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.1
e

1-6 YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO LET US KNOW.

Every effort is made to keep the manual current; however, we cannot correct an
error unless we know of its existence. In this regard it is essential that you
do your part. Comments, corrections, and questions regarding this manual or
any phase of the basic weight and loading data are welcome. These should be
forwarded on AF Form 847 as directed by AFR 60-9 through your command
headquarters.

.

L

I

FIGURE 1. Example chapter 1, introduction - sample basic
weiqht checklists manual - Continued.

10
0
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CHAPTER 2 SAMPLE BASIC WEIGHT CHECKLISTS

(CHARTS A)

2.1 PURPOSE.

The Sample Basic Weight checklists contained herein are to be used only as
guides for preparing new Charts A for insefiion into the Weight and Balance
Handbook for representative or individual aircraft. preparation procedures for
Chafi A are found in T.o. I-lB-40

2.2 SAMPLE CHART A, F-15A, 72-113 THRU 72-115 AND 72-119.

Figure 2-1 cont&ins Chart A data which reflects an aircraft configuration
which is representative of kir Force Serial Number 72-113 thru 72-115 and 72-
119 aircraft. The physical location of each fixed equipment item is shown in
the view on the facing page opposite the Chart A listing

2.3 SA?LPLECHART A, F-15P.73-0~5 AND U?.

Figaxre2-2 contains Chart A data which reflects an aircraft configuration
which is representative o.< Air Force Serial l?umber73-085 antiup aircraft. The
phyeical location of each fixed equipment item is shown in che vie= on the
facin5 page opposite the Cha.* A listing.

2.4 SAKPLZ CHART A, TF-15A 73-10S AND UP.

Figure 2-’3contains Chart A data which reflects Model TF-15A aircraft
= Air Force Serial Number 73-108 and upconfiguration and is representative 04

aircraft. The physical location of each fixed equipment item is shown in the
view on the facinq page opposite the chart A listin~.

L
FIGURE 2. Example chapter 2 lead-in, sample basic weiqht

checklists manual.

11
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Example chapter 2, sample basic weiqht checklists -
sam~le basic weiaht checklists manual - Continued.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1 ●

This technical manual contains Loading Data (Chart E) which are applicable to
Model F-15A aircraft. These charts are intended to assist using personnel in
complying with the requirements of TO 1-lB-50 by providing data for insertion
into the DD365 series forms for ●(representative/ individual) aircraft. This
information is of a specific nature and except where specifically stated
herein , does not relieve any of the general requirements for USA.Faircraft
weight and balance found in TO 1-13-50. ●(Contractor, inSeIY COrreCt te~ as
applicable per,TO 1-lB-50, Section IV.)

1.2 WEIGRT AND BALANCE CLASSIFICATION

In accordance with the criteria presented in TO 1-lB-50, the weight and
balance classification of clearance will be as required by TO 1-IB-50 for
Class ● aircraft.

*NOTE

The contractor will fill in the aircraft model and the
weight and balance classification in accordance with that
specified in Section IV of TO I-IB-50. TO I-lB-SO is the
controlling document for USAF aircraft weight and balance
classification. Recommendations for changing aircraft
weiqht and balance classification will be maae on AF Form
847 in accordance with AFR 60-9.

1.3 HOW TO USE CRART E

Chart E provides data necessary to comply with DD Form 365-4 (Form F) Weight
and Balance Clearance requirements. Weight and s~lified moments are obtained
from the Chart E for all the variable load items and are added, in the
appropriate reference on Form F, to the aircraft’s current basic weight and
simplified moment from Chart C (DD Form 365-3). This total represents the
gross weight and simplified moment of the loaded aircraft. Xnflight center of
gravity effects, such as fuel and box expenditures, are checked by
subtracting the weights and simplified moments of such items from the takeoff
condition. The resultant new weight and simplified moment are checked to
assure that the center of gravity remains within limits during the entire
flight. Detailed instructions for preparing che DD Form 365-4 are contained in
TO 1-lB-40.

1.4 RECORD OF AFFPLICABLE TIME COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDERS (TCTOS)

The record of applicable time compliance technical orders is a list of all
TCTOS whic~. affect the technical content (te=. or illustrations) of this
manual. The Change}Revision/Supplement Data column lists the date of issue
when each change was (or will be) incorporated into this manual. OrAk~
currently effective chm~es are listed. A TCTO is deleted from the llst whet
either the applicable equi~ent configuration is no longer covered in the
publication or it is rescinded, superseded, or replacd.L

FIGURE 4. Example chapter 1, introduction - loadina data.
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1.5 YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO LET US KNOW

I

.1
Every effort is made to keep the manual current; however, we cannot correct an

error unless we know of its existence. In this recjardit is essential that you
do your part. Comments, correctional and questions re9ardin9 this ‘anual ‘r
any phase of the basic weight and loading data are ‘welcome.These shoul~ be
fowarded on AF Form 847 as directed by AFR 60-9 through your command
Headquarters.

L

.. .. . .

I

FIGURE 4. Example chapter 1, introduction - loadinq data -.

Continued.
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CHAPTER 2 LOADING DATAr ●

1
2.1 KZIGHT AND BALANCE REQUIREMENTS.

2.1.1 General. This chapter provides specific requirements for weight and
balance control of Model T-37B &ircraft in accordance wirh the general
requirements found in TO I-lB-SO. This information is of a specific nature
and, except where specifically stated herein, does not relieve any of the
general requirements of TO 1-lB-SO.

2.1.1.2 Maintdinina Manuals. Weight and Balance personnel (per TO 1-lB-50)
will maintsin a current Weight and Balance Handbook for each representative
aircraft.

NOTE

A representative aircraft is one which serves to represent
all aircraft that are within ~ * % MAC center of
gravity and ~ * pounds of the representative air-
craft basic weight center of qravity location and basic
weight. To satisfy this criteria, more than one representative
aircraft may be required for proper weight and balance
monitoring of all assigned aircraft.
*(To be determined by acquiring activity.)

2.1.1.3 Specific Requirements. Specific weight and balance requirements will

abe listed here as.sub-paragraphs. ...-

2-1.2 Weiahi3c Reacirements. In addition to the general weighin~
requirements specified in Section IV of TO I-lB-SO, T-37B model a~rcraft will
be inventoried and weighed at least once every .48months. This time interval
weighing is required to insure that the cumulative effects of minor
modifications and repairs on the aircraft basic weight and center of gravity
location are accurately known. Aircraft time interval weighing shouid be
scheduled in conjunction with the scheduled phase inspection which will
precede the 48 month time interval limit.

2.]-3 ~e~a~in~p.e~orti,After completion of the kircraft Weighin$’Record
(DD Form 365-2) fo~ard one copy to:

Lisz the aadress of the Logistics Center which is assigned
the maintenance engineering xmnaganent responsibility for
t-heaircraft. The acquirinq activity will provide the proper
aadress.

2.1.4 Chart E, T-3?B SS-256 ane UD. Figure 2-1 contains Zhe Chart E Loaainc
Data. applicable to model T-37E &ircraft Serial Numbers. .
are necessary for com?uting sircrafc weight and balance

1 DC Form 365-4 Weight and Balance Clearance Form F, when

59-256 and up, which”
and for completion of
required.

FIGURE 5. Example chapter 2 lead-in, loadinq data manual
(class 1 aircraft~.
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CHAPTER 2 LOADING DATA .1
2.1 h%IGHT AND EArLANCEREQUIREMENTS

z.1.~ Genera1. ~his chapter provides specific requiraents for wei,gh~and
balance control of Model FITF-15k aircraft in accordance with the general
requirements found in TO I-lB-50. This info~a~ion is of a.sPecific nature
and, except where specifically stated herein, does not relleve any of the
general requirements of TO I-lB-SO.

2.1.1.2 Mainta”inina Mznuals. Weight and balance personnel (per TO 1-lB-50)
will maintain a current Weight and Balance Handbook for each aircraft.

2.1.1.3 Center of Gravity. It is possible to exceed the center of gravity
limits of the aircraft with certain store configurations.Therefore,weight
and balance clearance (DD Form 365-4), in accordance with Section IV of
TO 1-lB-5C, will be accomplished prior to each flight.

2.1.1.4 Specific Requirements. Speci5ic weight and balance requirements will
be listed here as sub-paragraphs.

2.1.2 Weiahina Reacirements. In addition to the qeneral weighing
requirements specified in Section IV of TO 1-IB-50, F/TF-15A model aircraft
will be inventori< and weighed at least once every 36 months. This time
interval weighing is required to insure that the cumulative effects of minor
modifications and repairs on the aircraft basic weight and center of gravity’
location are accurately known. Aircraft time interval wei~hing should be
scheduled in conjunction vich the schedcled phase inspection which will
pzecede the 36 mcnth time interval ltit.

2.1.2.1 Specific Weiahinq Requirements . When required by the acquiring
activity, specific weighing requirements such as after engine change, etcetera
will be specified here as sub-paragraphs.

2.1.3 Weiqhinc Record. ~fte= completion of the AirCr~ftweighingRecord
(DD Form 365-2), forward one copy to:

List the aderess of the Air Logistics Center ~.hichis assiqned
the maintenance en~ineerin~ management res~nsibility for
the aircraft. The acquiring activity will provioe the proper.
address.

2.1-4 Chad. E, F/TF-15A 72-113 and UD. Fiqure 2-1 contains the Chap. E
I@a&in~ Data, applicable to model F/TF-15A aizcraft Serial Numbers 72-113 and
up, wn~ch are necessary for computing aircraft weiqht and balance required for
completion of DE Form 365-4 Weight and Balance Clearance Form F.

6. Example chapter 2 lead-in, loadinq data manual
(class 2 aircraft).

I
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Weight and Balance Requirements
Weighing Requirements
Weighing Record
General Weighing Instructions

Aircraft Conditions
Fuel Drains
Engine Oil
procedures
Leveling
Measuring

Aircraft Diagrm
* Jack Points

Dimensions Pertaining to Aircraft Weight and Balance

Fuel Tank Arrangement
Notes Affecting Aircraft Loading

Engine Oil Table
Crew Tables
Ammunition Tables
Stores Tables and Diagras
Fuel Tables
Water In5ection Fluid Tables
~&~ScellafieOUS Data Taples
Center of Gravity Limzts
Instructions for Loading

Sample Form F
Forward CG Calculations
Aft CG Calculations

Typical Service Load Conditions . .
Takeoff and Landing Gross Weight Restr~ct~ons
Center of Gravity and Percent MAC Calculations
Moment/Weight CG Conversion Table
Gross Weight vs CG Position Plots

* Identify if nose or tail jack points were used and

which points were used to calculate weight and CC

position.

I

I
a-1

I
I
I
I
i

Example order for chart E data loadinq
data manuil. “I

FIGURE 7.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE BASIC WEIGET CHECKLISTS
DOCUMENT TYPE

~ 10. SCOPE .

DEFINITION (DTD) SUBSET

10.1 Scope. The markup tags described herein are based on rules
outlined in the Information Processing, Text and Office Systems,

Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGKL) Standard, FIPS 152
(1S0 8879) and MIL-M-28001. The Document Type Definition (DTD)
subset within this appendix provides the structure and content of
documents prepared in accordance with this specification; the Tag
Description table within this appendix provides a detailed
discussion of each markup tag. This Appendix is a mandatory part
of this specification. The information contained herein is
intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCU?fENTS.

20.1 Government documents.

20.1.1 Specifications, standards. and handbooks. The following

specifications, standards and handbooks form a part of this
document to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise

specified, the issues of these documents are those listed in the
issue of the,.D,epa3trn=nF..+g~..Defense Index of Specifications and
Standards (D’ODISS)‘and Supplement t~ereto, cited in the

.

solicitation (see 6.2).

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-M-28001 Markup Requirements and Generic Style
Specification for Electronic Printed
Output and Exchange of Text

STANDARDS

Federal IrifG.zmationProcessing Standards

FIPS 152 Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML)

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military
specifications, standards and handbooks are available from the
Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094. )

A-1
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. (Copies of Federal Information Processing Standards (l?IPS)are
available to Department of Defense activities from the
Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094. Others must request copies
of FIPS from the National Technical Information Service, 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161-2171. )

30. DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITION SUBSET.

30.1 SGML document type definition subset. Data to be ciel~vered

digitally in accordance with this specification shall be SGML
tagged using the DTD found in MIL-M-38784 as modified by the DTD
subset in this section. The procedure for accomplishing this is
found in MIL-M-28001 and FIPS 152 (1S0 8879).

30.2 Template document type for Sample Basic Weiqht Checklists .
The DTD subset for the Sample Basic Weight Checklists DTD is as
follows:

<\-- The following set of declarations may be referred to by
using a public entity as follows:

<!EN~ITy % msgzoe-a PUBLIC

“,-//USDODODTDDTD MIL-M-5920E BWGT//EN” >
%m5920e-a;
__.>: . %

<j__ NOTE : In order to parse the following DTD subset alone,
append the following statement to the beginning of the file:

<!DOCTYPE docbaswgtcl [

and the associated “]>” to the end of the file. -->

<!_- ENTITY DECLARATIONS -->

<!ENTITY % m38804b PUBLIC
‘*-//usDOD0DTDDTD MIL-T-38804B Tc’ro//Eli” >

%m38804b;

<!ENTITY % bodyele “(basintro, baswgtcl)” >

<!EIv~I~y.% frnt “(idinfo, lep, verstat?, contents, safesum?)” >

<lENTITY % Content
“texttype NUMBER #IMPLIED
applictype IDREFS #IMPLIED

A-2
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applicrefid IDREFS # IMPLIED
skilltrk NMTOKENS #IMpLIED
contype (desc I proc) #IMPLIED
assocfig IDREFs #IMpLIED
assoctah IDREFs #IhfPLIED” >“

<!ENTITY % yesorno “NUMBER” >

<!ENTITY % bodyatt
“id ID #IMPLIED
inschlvl NUTOKEN #IMPLIED
delchlvl NUTOKEN #IMpLIED
revchg %yesorno; ‘o’
label NMTOKEN #IMPLIED
hcp %yesorno; ‘O’
esds %yesorno; ‘o’
%content; ” >

<!ENTITY % co~attl
“tocentry %yesorno; ‘1’
shortentry %yesorno; ‘O’
verified %yesorno; ‘O’
%bodyatt;” >

cIENTITY % cmnmatt2
..fk~c-erkcg. ~-%~es~mk=;-. ‘1’-----”

‘short-entry’ $yesorno; ‘O‘
%bodyatt; ” >

<!_- ELEMENT and ATTRIBUTE LIST DECLARATIONS -->

<!ELEMENT bas~ntro -. (%fpi;, usecharta) +(figure [ table)>
<!ATTLIST basintro %commatt2; > >

<!ELEMENT baswgtcharta - 0 ((compartment, (%wb; )+)+)
+(note) >

<!ATTLIST baswgtcharta constant NUMBER #REQUIRED
%Commattl; >

<!ELEMENT basw~ccl -- (%paraze=o; , baswgtcharta ) +(figure \
table) >

<!ATTLIST baswgtcl %commatt2; >

<!ELEMEN7! docbaswgtcl - - (front, body, rear?) +(pgbrk I
brk) >

<!ATTLIST docbaswgtcl service %service; ‘AF’
%secur;
%docatt; >

A-3
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<IELEtiNT usecharta
<!ATTLIST usecharta

MIL-M-5920E(uSAF)
APPENDIX A

o (%parazero; ) >
%commattl; >

40. DETAUJ3D TAG DESCRIPTION.

40.1 Attribute Description Table. The following table provides
detailed descriptions of the attributes above.

,(.: :.- -, . . . . .

.
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Table A-L Attribute Description

Attrjbute 1 Description

&bodyatt
,pplicrefid = x
pp[lctype = x
Ssocfig = x
moctab = X

Kmype = x
lekhM = x
!Sds = x
Icp =x
i=x
MM2J3M= x
evchg = x
Mlttrk = x
exttype = x

r.,.,

P tional Att.d butels]

rPPLICREFID: References unique identifier(s) assigned to applicability
identiler(s) (<applicid id=’xxx’>). The value of this attribute consists of a list of
references to names previously entered as unique identifiers of other
elements, If no value is spedied for this attribute, one may be implied by the
system.

I
PPLICTYPE: This attribute references unique identifier(s) assigned to

applicability definitions (cappiiief id=W>). Atthough it is possible to derive
he applicability type from the applicability reference identifier, it may be

explicitly stated W-W this atbibute. The value of tits attribute consists of a list
of references to names previously entered as unique identifiers of other
elements. If no value is spec”fied for this attribute, one may be impiied by the
ystem.

I
SSOCFIG: identifies a figure associated with fbe element through the use of
e “id’ attribute in the figure (<tgure>) element. The vaiue of this attribute

consists of a iist of references to names previously entered as unique
identifiers of other elements. If no value is specified for this attribute, one may
be impiied by the system.

rSSOCTAB: Identifies a tabie associated with the eiement through theuse of
the ‘id”attribute in the table (dable>) element. The value of this attribute

- consi$ts’of, a!ist of- references to names- previously e.nter,ed as unique
identifiers of other element%. If no value is specfiecf for this attribute, one may
be implied by the system.

CON7YPE: identifies the content type of the element When used with steps,
the impiied value is procedural. When used with all other element types, the
implied value is descriptive. The value of this attribute may be set to one of
the foliowing vaiues: “desc” (Descriptive), ‘proc” (Procedural). If no value is
specified for this attribute, one may be impiied by the system.

!DELCHLW Specifies the change Ieveis at which data was deleted. Am audit
traii can be maintained by iisting multiple change levels separated by spaces.
The vaiue of this attribute consists of a name where thefirst character is
numeric. If no value is specified tor this attribute, one rriay be impiied by the
system,

E.SDS: Electrostatic Uscharge Sensitive parts - If the vaJue is se! tc zero, the
element does not contain information invoking ESDS parts, components or
circuits,If any other vatue is given, the eiement does contain information
involving ESDS items. The value of this attribute consists of a number. The
ciefautt value of this attribute is ‘O’.

l%
HCP: Hardness Critical Process - If the value is set to zero, there is no
hardness criticai information. If any other value is given, the element contains

hardness critical information. The value of this attribute consists of a number.
e default vaiue of this attribute is “W.

I
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Table A-l. Attribute Descdption -Continued.

Attribute

&bodyatt - cent

;comrnattl
hortentry=x.
reentry=x
wified = x

Description

ID: Art identiier of the element which is assigned at origination and which
remains unchanged as the document is revised or updated even though the
automatically assigned enumeration or manually assigned “Iabets’ change.
The value of the “id’ is used making references to the element from other
portions of a document. If no “id= is given, none will be maintained and the
element can fhen notbecross-referenced to by means ofan IDREF on another
element or with a cross-refenmce (cxref>), T?ISvalue of this a~”bute defines a
unique identifier for the element. tf no value ‘isspecified for this attribute, one
maybeimplied by the system.

IF4SCHLVL Speciks the change levels at which data was inserted. An audil
trail can be maintained by listing multiple change levels separated by spaces.
The value of this attribute consists of a name where the first character is
numeric. If no value is specified for this attribute, one may be implied by the
system.

REVCHG: This attribute is used when the document has undergone a revision
and information has changed between the revision andthe last change. Ttis
attribute is set to a nonero value to indicate that the information has changed
and thereby requires a change mark. The docstat attribute must be set to
‘revision’ for this attribute to have any meaning. When docstat has been
wigned a va)ue other than “revision,’ revchg will be ignored.

5KlLLTRtC Designates the skill level of the user at which the information in
ktis element is aimed. The vaiue of this attribute “consists of a list of names
where the first character of each name is alphanumeric. If no value is spec”fied
Ior this attribute, one maybe implied by the system.

T~PE: Specifies a code which further identiies the eiement. The vaiue
~f this attribute consists of a number. if no value is specified for this attribute,
one may be impiied by the system.

>Ptlonal Attribute(s~

++OFYTENTRY: Spec”fies that the shortened titie (cshorttitk>) is used for this
?iement, If the vaiue is set to zero, the short titie is not used. If any other
ralue is given, th-= short title will be used. The value of Ibis atkibute consists
~fa number. The default value of this attribute is ‘O”.

~0CENi7W: Specifies whether the element wili be included in the tableof
:ontents for the document- If the vaiue is set to zero, the eiement wii~not be
ncluded in the table ofcontents. If any other value is given, the element wiil
>e included. The vaiue of this attribute consists of a number. The default
raiue of his attribute is “l’.

I

I
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Table A-L Attribute Description - Continued,

Attribute Description

I&20rnmattl - cork fVERIFIED: Specifies the verification status of the information, This
irkmnation ‘E used to build the veril%ation status (cve!s;at+ page. If the value
is set to zero, the information has not been verified. If any other value is given,
the information has been verified. The value of this attribute consists of a

number. The default vaiue of this”a~-bute is “O’.

%commatt2 @tiM I Atib~8 e(s~
;hortentry = x

SHORTEtORY: Specifies that the shortened title (cshorttitie>) is used for this
ocentry = x

element. If the value is set to zero, the short title is not used, If any other
value is given, the short titie will be used, The vaiue of this attribute consists
of a number. 7%e default value of this attribute is “O’.

TOCENTRY: Specifies whether the eiement will be inciuded in the table of
contents for the document. If the value k set to zero, the element will not be
inciudedinthe tabie of contents, If any other vaiue is given, the eiement will

be inciuded. The value of this attribute consists of a number. The default
value of this attribute is “1’.

Ldocatt .fleauired Attr lbute(sk
iocid = X

iocstat = x
DOCID: Unique identifwr of the document, which can be used to perform
interdocument cross references. However, it should be noted that this is a

nantype = x
particular.of the application and is not an SGtdL contruct that is vaiidated, by. ....’- ~’,.-,.-.~ . . - .’. . ..

‘ tie parser. The vaiue of this attribute consists of character data.

,Optional Attdbute[si

IDOCSTAT: Specifies the current status of the document publication. The
vaiue of this attribute may be set to one of the following vaiues: “revision”,
“change’, ‘preiim’ (Preliminary, ‘draft”, “formal’. The default value of this
attribute is “prelim”,

MAN7YPE: Designates the manual type of the document. The valueof this
attribute ti.ay be set to one of the foliowing values: ‘standard”, “card’, “decal=.

e default value of mis attribute is ‘standard”.

%se”cur CMonal Atttibute[sk
;ecurity = x

SECURITY: Specifies the ievei of security of the eiement. The vaiue of this
attribute may be set to one of the foliowing vaiues: ‘u’ {Unciassifiedj, ‘c”
(Confidential), ‘s’ (Secret). The default value of this afi”bute is “u’.

. .
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. 40.2 Taq Description Table. The following table,provides
detailed descriptions of the tags above.

It provides the element e

tagging structure, full element name, tag minimization
requirements, element structure, referencing elements, source
paragraph, and attribute descriptions.

., .
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Table A-K Tag Description

Tag I Description

:basintro Bas!c Weight CheckHst Introduction
ppllcreffd = x

Identiles the infmduction salon of the document
pplictype = x
Ssocfig = x he basic weight checklists introduction element requires a starting tag

ssoctab = X (Aasintro>) and an ending tag @asintro>).
:Ontype = x is element contains the following structure:
Ielchhrl = x

‘scfs = x
a group of elements consisting ot

Icp =x
one primary paragraph (.qaraO>) eiemen~ followed by,

j=x
a group of elemenk consisting o~

~schhri = X“
one primary paragraph (+araO>) element or,
a group of elements consisting of

~bel = x one sequential list (+eqiis~) element or,
evchg = X
;hortentry = x

one random lit (-andiiib) element or,

ikilltrk = X
one definition list @iefiisb) element

which may occur once; or,
exttype = x
ocentq = x>

one symbol section (csymsect>) element or,
one abbreviation section (cabbrse@ eiemen~ or,
a group of elements consisting of

an optional warning (-arning >) element followed by,
an optional caution (<caution>) eiement; foliowed by,
an optionai note (cnote>) element

which may occur zero, one, or multiple times; followed by,
,,. . .;. ,., .which may o“ccurcince; ..

an optionai international standard information (.cinternatlstd >) element;
tOt]OWedby,

an optional list of related publications (+>) element followed by,
an optional iist of tcto’s (ctctoiisb) eiement foliowed by,
an optional record of applicable technical directives (-=ratcf>) element;

foliowed by,
an optional technical manual improvement repofl (ctmimprep>) eiement

which may occur once; followed by,
one how to use chart a {<usecharta>} eiement.

The basic weight checklist introduction is patl of the body matter (<body>).

Source Paragraph: 3.3.1.2- MIL-M-5920E

Ootional Attrlbute[s\:

See the 0ACOMfvtA~2 entry in the attribute description tabie for information
on the foiiowing attributes: TOCENTFW, SHORTENTRY.

See the cABODYA~ entry in the attribute description table for information or
the following attributes: APPLICREFID, APPLICTYPE, ASSOCFIG,
ASSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HCP, iD, INSCHLVL, IJIBEL
REVCHG, SIULLTRK TEX7TYPE.
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Table A-II. Tag Description - Continued.
. .

.. J..-

I Tag I Description

Icbaswgtchata
appllcrefid = X
app!ictype = x
%Ssocfig = x
assoctab = x
constant = x
COrltypa = x
delchhrl = x
,esds = x
!hcp = X
id=x
inschivl = x
label = x
revchg = x
security = x
shortentry = x
lskiiltrk = X
~texttype = x
‘tocentfy = x
~verified = x>

.. .. . .

lasfcWeight Checkilsts Chart A

~entifies the basic weight checklists chart a.

‘he basic weight checklists chart a eiement requires a starting tag
.Aaswgtcharta>) but does not require an ending tag.

hi element contains fhe foiiowing structure:
a group of eiements consisting ot

one compartment (.ccompartmenb) element followed by,
a group of elements consisting ot

one item number (citemno>) elernen~ followed by,
one description (<desc>) ekrnent followed by,
one weight (-aveighb) eiemen~ followed by,
one arm (carm>) elemenS followed by,
one moment (<mornenb) eiemenx

which may occur one or more times;
one or more elements;

which may occur once.

T5e eiement may also contain (at any point):
note (<note>).

‘he basic weightchecklists chart a is par~ of the sample basic weigh’
:hecklists (dxa.swgtci>).

;ource Paragraph: 3.3.1,3- MIL-M-5920E

ieauired AttrIbute(sk

;ONSTANT: Specifies the constant associated with the eiement The valw
lf this attribute consists of a number.

;ee the%COMh6A7Tl entryinthe attributedescriptiontablefor information
m the foiiowing attributes: TOCENTRY, SFIORTEFHRY, VERI FIED.

;ee the %BCIDYAIT entryinthe attribute description table for information or
he following attributes: APPLiCREF!D, APPLICTYPE, ASSOCFIG
:SSOCTAE, CON7’r’PE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HCP, ID, INSCHLVL, lJ+BEL
EVCHG, SKILLTRK+ TEHTYPE.

)ee the %SECUR entry in the attribute description tabie for information on thf
oltowing @tributes: SECURITY.
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Table A-Ii. Tag Description -~ntinued.

Tag I
Description

baswgtcl Sample Basic Weight Checklist

}plicrefid = x Identifies the sample basic weight checklists.
]pllctype = x
;Socflg = x he sampie basic weight checklists element requires a starting tag

~soctab = X (<baswgtcl>) and an ending tag (@a$w@ci>)

Xltype=x lhii element contains the foiiowing structure:
Sichtvl = x
Sds=x

a group of elements consisting &
one titfe (ditie>) element followed by,

Cp =x
1=X

a warning (-arning>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple
times; foilowed by,

wchM = X a caution (<caution>) eiement which may occur zero, one, or multiple
Ibei = x times; followed by,
:vchg = X

horten~ = x
a note (cnbte>) element wti)ch my occur zero, one, or multiple times;

kiikrk = X
foliowed by,

~%pe = x
a group of elements consisting ot

xentry = x>
one paragraph (cpara>) element followed by,
a note (<note>) element wtich may occur zero, one, or multiple times

which is optional; foilowed by,
a group of elements consisting ot

one first level procedural step (cstep 1>) element followed by,
one or more first level procedural step (cstepl >) eiements;

..-.r:.,..,-. ....—.., ,., .whjti, is optional; .f@w@ by, .
,, .:, .’.. $.,.- .,..,.:~~~.fir~t level subordinate paragraph {<sub paral >) element which may

occur zero, one, or muttiple times;
which may occur once; followed by,
one basic weight checklists chart a (~aswgtchata>) element.

‘The sampie basic weight checklists element may also contain (at any point):

figure (tilgure>) or,
table(<table>).

The sample basicweightchecklistsispartofthebody matter(<body>).

Source Paragraph: 3.3.1.3- MiL-M-5920E

Optional Attribute(sr

See the %COMMA~2 entiy in the attribute description table for information
on the foilowing atuibiites: TOCENTRY, SHORTENTRY.

See theOABODYAIT entry in tine attribute description table for information of
the foilowing attributes: APPLICREFID, APPLICTYPE, ASSOCFIG
ASSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HCP, iD, INSCHLVL, lABEL
REVCHG, SKILLTRK TEXTTYPE.
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:body
*curity = x>

. .

:docbaswgtcl”“
Ioclci = x
iocstat = x
mantype = x
,ecurhy = x
,ervice = x>

MIL-14-5920E(USAF’)
,.APPENDIXA

Table A-k Tag Description - Continued.

Description

Iody Matter

ientifies tie body of the document.

he body matter element requires a stating tag (<body>) and an ending tag

dXdy~).

Iis element contains the following structure:
a group of elements consisting of:

one basic weight checklists introduction (cbasintro>) eiemen~ foliowed

‘Y*
one sample basic weight checkiiits (cbaswgtcb-) elements.

which may occur once.

tie body matter element may also contain (at any point):
footnote (.dtnote>).

he body matter ispart of the document (cdocbaswgtcl>).

ource Paragraph: 3.3.1.2-3.3.1.3- MIL-M-5920E

@fonal A#rfbute[~

ee the %SECUR entry in the attribute description table for information on thf
diowing attributes: SECURITY.

,ocurnent

ientifies the beginning of the document.

he document element requires a starting tag (.cdocbaswgtcl>} and an ending
ig (ddocbaswgtcl>) .

hk element contains the following structure:
one front matter (dront>} element foliowed by,
one body matter (<body>) element followed by,

an optional rear matter (<rear>) element.

The document element may also contain (at any point):
page break (cpgbrk>) or,
user created break (cbrk>).

he document is not part of any other eiemenL

ource Paragraph: 3.3- MIL-M-5920E

eauired Attribute@

ee the %DOCAIT entry in the attribute description table for information on
e following attributes: DOCID, DOCSTAT, MANIYPE.
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Tag 1 Description

docbaswgtcl> - ond Attribute@
ont

SERVICE: Specifies the service which is primarily responsible for the
document The v&dueof tits attribute maybe set to one of the following values:
‘AF (Air Force), “NAVY”, “ARMY”, ‘MC’ (Marine Corps), “DIA’ (Defense 1
Logistics Agency), “CG” (Coast Guard). The default value of this attribute is
‘A!=,

See the %SECUR entry in the attribute description table for information on the
following attributes: SECURITY.

front Front Matter
ecurity =x>

Identiles the front matter.

The front matter element requires a starting tag (dront>)and an ending tag
{.cJfronb-),

Thii element contains the following structure:
a group of elements consisting ot

one identification information (cidinfo>) element followed by,
one iist of effective pages (<iep>) element followed by,
an optional verification status pages (aerstab) eiement followed by,
one table of contents (<contents>) eiemen~ foliowed by,
an optional safetysummary (csafesurm) element.

$.. .........:........, wliicti-rnayocctir‘once.

The front matter is part of the document (<docbaswgtc!>).

Source Paragraph: 3.3,1.1- MIL4J-5920E

.O@onat Attribute(s~

See the %SECUR entry in tie attribute description table for ‘information on the
ollowing attributes: SECURI13’.

I
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Table A-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Tag I Description

cusecharta HowTo Use Chart A
jppllcreffd = x

Describes how to use chart a.
~ppllctype = x
W$lcMg = x e how to use chart a element requires a starting tag (eusecharta>) but does
*ssoctab = x not require an ending tag.
-type =x
jelchtvl=x

“Selement contahs the following structure:

?Sds = x
a grOup of akaments consisting ok

)Cp = x
one titie (.dtfe>) elernen~ followed by,

d=x
a warning (-arning>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple

nschivl = x“
times; followed by,

abd = X
a cauiiorI(ccaution>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple

wchg = X
“roes;followed by,

3hortentry = x
a note (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or mukipie times;

>killtrk = X
fObW?Cf by,

:exttype = x
a group of elements consisting ot

:ocentry = x
one paragraph (-+ara>) element followed by,

$erifled = x>
a note (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple times;

which “s optional; followed by,
a group of elements consisting Ot

one firstlevelprocedural step (<stepl >) elernen~ followed by,
one or more first level procedural step {cstepl >) elements:

* :, :.”..:=--:..:-- .,-..’,’,- : o which is optifx@; followed by,
.,

a first level subordinate paragraph (<subparal >) element which may
occur zero, one, or multiple times;

which may occur once.

The element may also contain (at any point):
figure (dlgure>) or,

he how to use chart a is part of the sample basic weight checklists

Source Paragraph: 3.3.1.2- MIL-M-5920E

.OPtional Aftribute(s~

See the %COMMA?TI entry in the attribute description table forinformation
on the following attributes: TOCENTRY, S1-iORTENTRY, VERI ~l~D.

See the %BODYA7T ent?y in the attribute description tabie for information on
thefollowing attributes: APPLICREFID, APPIJCTYPE, ASS OCFIG.

SSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HCP, ID, INSCHLVL, LABEL,
REVC1-fG, SKIUTRW TEXTTYPE.
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LOADING DATA MANUAL
DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITION (DTD) SUBSET

10. SCOPE .

10.1 Scope. The markup tags described herein are based on rules
outlined in the Information Processing/ Text and Office syst~~
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) standard, FIPS 152
(1S0 8879) and MIL-M-28001. The Document Type Definition (DTD)
subset within this appendix provides the structure and content of
documents prepared in accordance with this specification; the Tag
Description table within this appendix provides a detailed
discussion of each markup tag. This Appendix is a mandatory part
of this specification. The information contained herein is
intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.

20.1 Government documents.

20.1.1 Specifications, standards , and handbooks. The following
specifications ~ standards and handbooks form a part of this
document<to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise

0-

specified, the issb’es of these documents are those listed in the
-~.-iss.ueof ‘Ehe Dep~y-@en~ -of Defense ln~~x. of Specifications and-,.

Stanci”ards (~o~Is’s)” and supplement thereto, cited in the .
solicitation (see 6.2).

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-M-28001 Markup Requirements and Generic Style
Specification for Electronic printed
Output and Exchange of Text

STANDARDS ‘ “

Federal Information Processing Standards

FI~S 152 Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML)

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military
specifications, standards and handbooks are available from the

B-1
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. Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094. )

(Copies of Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) are
available to Department of Defense activities from the
Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094. Others must request copies
of FIPS from the National Technical Information Service, 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161-2171.)

30. DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITION SUBSET.

30.1 SGML document type definition subset. Data to be delivered
digitally ’in accordance with this specification shall be SGML
tagged using the DTD found in MIL-M-38784 as modified by the DTD
subset in this section. The procedure for accomplishing this is
found in MIL-M-28001 and FIPS 152 (1S0 8879}.

30.2 Template document tvpe for Loadinq Data Manual. The DTD
subset for the Loading Data Manual DTD is as follows:

<1-- The following set of declarations may be referred to by
using a public entity as follows:

<!ENTITY % m5920e-b PUBLIC
-“-/fuSA-DQD//QTD yL-k592013 LD//EN”.>

%rrt5920e-b;
-->

<!-- NOTE : In order to parse the following DTD subset alone,
append the following statement to the beginning of the file:

<JI.N3C7’YPE docloaciata [

and the associated “]>” to the end of the file. --> “

<!-_ ENTITY DECL~TIONS -->

<!EN’TI’TY% bodyele “(loadintro, loadata)” >

<fE~TTrTy % frnt “(idinfo, lep, verstat?, contents, illuslist?,
tablelist?, safesum?)” >

<!E~T~T~-~ ~38794C PUBL~~
“-//USlDODODTDDTD MIL-M-38784c//EN” >

%m38784c;

I

I

.0:

I

I
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o <!ENTITY % C013tent

MIL-M-5920E(USAF)
APPENDIX B

“texttype NUMBER #IM.pLIED
appiictype IDRXFs #l~LIED
app~icrefid IDREFS #IMPLIED
skilltrk ~TOKENS #IMPLIED
contype (desc \ proc) #IM.PLIED
assocfig lDREFs #I~LIED
assoctab IDREI?S#IKPLIED” >

<IENTITY %yesorno “NUMBER” >

cIENTITY % bodyatt
“id ID #H3PL1ED

inschlvl NUTOKEFJ #WLIED
delchlvl wTOKEN #l~LIED
revchg %yesorno; ‘o’
hcp %yesorno; ‘O’
esds %yesorno; ‘o’
%content;” >

<!ENTITY % Ccmunattl
“tocentry %yesorno; ‘1’
shortentry %yesorno; ‘o’
verified %yesorno; ‘o’

m
%Dodyatt;” >“

.,+.--,--“::......., :, ,..- ..,..-’,..’;:..,.,,_..,,,.-.44-, ..........
<~ENTITY % cOfi&-t~2
“tocentry %yesorno; ‘1’
shortentry %yesorno; ‘o’
%bodyatt;” >

<!__ ELEMENT and ATTRIBUTE LIST DECLARATIONS -->

<!ELEMENT acrftdiacj - 0 (%text; ) >
<!ATTLIsT acrftdiag %cormnattl; >

-..““C~ELEMENT actftwghins - 0 ~%Parazero; ) >
<!ATTLIST acrftwghi.ns %commattl; >

<!ELEMENT acrf~wghreq - 0 (%parazero; ) >

<!ATTLIST acrftw~hreq %commattl; S

<!E~E~N~ char~e - 0 (w~himst, acrftciiag, %teXt;)

+(warning ~ caution \ note) >
<!ATTLIST charte %commattl;>

B-3
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<lELEF@NT docloadata.

<!ATTLIST docloadata

.CJELEMENT loadata

<!ATTLIST loadata

<!ELEMENT loadintro

<!ATTLIST loaciintro

<!ELEMENT usecharte
<!ATTLIST usecharte

CIELEMENT wghinst
<!ATTLIST wghinst

MIL-M-5920E(USAF)
APPENDIX B

-- (front, body, rear?) +(pgbrk I

brk) >
service %service; ‘AF’
%secur;
%docatt; >

-- (wqtbalreq, acrftwghreq~ acrftwghins~
charte ) +(figure I table I foldout) >
%commatt2; >

.- (%fpi;, wgtbalclass~ usechartef
(paraO)?, tctolist) +(figure I table) >
%commatt2; >

- 0 (%parazero; ) >
%commattl; >

- 0 (%text; ) >
%commattl; >

<lELEMENT wgtbalclass - 0 (%parazero; ) >
<!ATTLIST wgtbalclass %commattl; >

<!ELEMENT Wgtbalreq - 0 (%parazero; ) >
<:ATTLIST wgtbalreq %Coxl’inattl;>

40. DETAILED TAG DESCRIPTION.

40.1 Attribution Description Table. The following table

provides detailed descriptions of the attributes above.

a
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Table B-l. Attribute Description

Attribute I Description

,bodyatt
~pllcrefld = X
Ppllctype = x
%Socfig = x
ssoctab = X
antype = x
elchlvl = X
sds = X
Cp=x
1=X
mchivl = x
Wchg = x
killtrk = X

:*P = x

;..,.-.,.. -.
.,.

OrXlonai Attributefs~

APPLi CREFiD: References unique identifier(s) assigned to applicability

identifier(s) (eapplicid jd=’~”>). The vaiue of this attribute consists of a iist of
references to names previously entered as unique identifiers of other

elements. If no value is specified for this attribute, one may be impiied by the
system,

APPLiC7YPE: This attribute references unique identifier(s) assigned to
,appiicabiiity definitions (cappiicdef id=%+ oof>).Although it is possibie to derive
!the applicability type from the applicability reference identifier, it may be
iexpiicitly stated with this attribute. The value of this attribute consists of a list
~ofreferences to names previously entered as unique identifiers of other
Ielements. If no value is specified for this attribute, one may be impiied by the
~system.

ASSOCFiG: Identities a figure associated with the element through the use 01
the “id’ attribute in the figure (<figure>) element. The value of this attribute
consists of a iist of references to names previously entered as unique
identifiers of other elements. if no vaiue is spec~ted for this attribute, one mq
be impiied by the system.

ASSOCTAB: identifies a table associated with the element through the use o:
the‘id=attribute in the tabie (ctable>) element. The value of this attribuk.
consists of a iistof ~eferences to names previously entered as unjque
identflers ofotherelements, if no value is specfled for this attribute; one may
be impiied by the system.

CONIYPE: Identifies the content type of the element. When used with steps

the impiied value is procedural. When usecf’with ali other element types, the
implied value is descriptive. The value of this attribute may be set to one o
the following values: ‘desc’ (Descriptive), “proc- (Procedural). If no vaiue i:

specified for this attribute, one may be impiiedby thesystem.

DELCHLVL: Specifies the change Ieve!s at which data was deietefi. An audr
trail can be maintained by iisting multipie change ievek separated by spaces.
The vaiue of this attribute consists of a name where, the first character i$
numeric. if no vaiue is specified for this attribute, one may be impiied by the
system.

ESDS: Electrostatic Discharge Sensitive parts - If the value is set to zero, th(

eiemen: does not contain information involving ESDS parts, components o

circuits. If any other value is given, the eiement does contain information
involving ESDS items. The value of this attribute consists of a number. Th(
default vaiue of this attribute is “O’.

i-iCP: Hardness Criticai Process - If the vaiue is set to zero, there is nc
hardness criticai information. if any other value is given, the eiement contain:
hardness criticai information. The value of this attribute consists of a number.
The defauit value of this attribute is “O”.

I

I
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Table B-1. Attribute Description - Continued.

Attribute

Lbodyatt - cont.

..
..L, .},,

I&comrnattl
;horten~ = x
ocentry . x
wrified = x

Description

D: An identifier of the element which is assigned at origination and which
emains unchanged as the document is revised or updated even though the
wtomatically assigned enumeration or manually assigned ‘labels” change.
‘he value of the ‘id” is used making references to the element from other
~ortions of a document. If no ‘id’ is given, none will be maintained and the
Jement can then not be cross-referenced to by means of an IDREF on another

Jernent or with a cross-reference (cxref>). The value of this attribute defines a
mique identfler for theelement. If no value is specified for this attribute, one
nay be implied by the system.

t4SCi+LVL Specifies the change levels at which data was inserted. An audit
w“] can be maintained by listing muttiple change levels separated by spaces.
“he value of this attribute consists of a name where the first character is

mmeric. If no value is specified for this attribute, one may be implied by the
ystem.

EVCHG: This attribute is used when the document has undergone a revision
md information has changed between the revision and the last change. This
Mbute is setto a nonero value to indicate that theinformation has changed
md thereby requires a change mark. The docstat attribute must be set to
revision’ for this attribute to have any meaning. When docstathasbeen
reigned a value other than ‘revision, ” revcng will be ignored. ,

;KILLTRK; ,D,esignates the skili level of the user at which the information in
hji ele’rnenf is-%imed. The vaiue of this attribute consists of a list of names
where the first character of each name is alphanumeric. If no value is specified

or this attribute, one may be implied by the system.

IEXTTYPE: Specifies a code which fu~her identfies the element. The value
)f thk attribute consists of a number. If no value is specified for this attribute,
me may be implied by the system.

)otlonal Attrlbute(sJ:

;HORTENTRY: Spectiies that the shortened title (eshorttitie>) :s used for this
!Iement. !f the value is set to zero, the short title is nor used. If any other
‘alue is given, the shorl title will be used. The value of this attribute consists
)f a number, The default value of this attribute is “O’.

~OCENTRY: Specifies whether the element will be included in the table 01
:ontents for the document. If the value is set to zero, the element wiil not be
ncluded in the table of cements. If any other value is gwen, theelement wii
)e included. The value of this attribute consists of a number. “The defaull
mlue of this attribute is ‘1’.
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Table B-1. Attribute Description - Continued.
r

Attribute Description

Acmnmattl - cent VERIFIED: Specifies the verification status of the information. This
inkwrrmticn is used to build the verification status (eerstat>) page. If the value
is set to zero, the information has not been verfied. If any other value is given, I
the information has been verified. The value of this attribute consists of a!
number. The default value of this attribute is<CJ”.

&comrnattz QDt Ional Attrlbute{s\
honen~ = x

SHORTENTRY: Specilies that the shortened title (cshorttitle>) is used for this
*entry = x

element. If the value is set to zero, the short title is not used. If any other
vatue is given, the short title will be used. The value of this attribute consists
of a number. The default value of this attribute is “O”.

TOCENTRY: Specifies whether the element willbe includedin the table of
contents for the document, If the value is set to zero, the element will not be
included in the table of contents. If any other value is given, the element will
be included. The value of tfiis attribute consists of a number. The default

< value of this attribute is “l’.

&docatt Re~uired Attribute[s):
Iocici = x
Iocstat=x . i

DOCID: Unique identifier of the document, which can be used to perform
interdocument cross references, However, it should be noted that this is a

nantyp = x
‘ p@@gJ.J of the appiicatio~ and is ~ot.an SG~L co~truct that is validated,by“’f.,“r;c :...$::.!.,:-.:.:,; ...,

the paker. ‘The value of ‘this attribute consists of character data.

,OrNional Attrfbutek):

DOCSTAT: Specifies the current status of the document publication. The
value of this attribute may be set to one of the following values: “revision”,
‘change”, ‘ prelim” (Preliminary), “draft”, “formal*. The default value of this
attribute is “prelim”.

MANWPE: Designates the manual type of the document. The value of this
attribute may be se[ to one of the following values: ‘standard”, “card”, ‘decal’.
The default value of this attribute is “standard”.

Yosecw Optional Attributers):
;ecurhy = x

SECURITY: Specifies the level of security ot the eiement. The value of this
attribute may be set to one of the following values: “u” (Unclassified), “c”
(~onftoential), ‘s” (Secret). The default value of this attribute is ‘u”.

.,.
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40.2 ,TacfDescription Table. The following table provides

detailed descriptions of the tags above. It provides the element

tagging structure, full element namer tag minimization
requirements, element structure, referencing elements, source
paragraph, and attribute descriptions.

,..,

a“
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Tag

Icrmmg
plicrefld’= x
pllctype = x
Socfig = x
soctab = X
rltype = x
ktltvl = x
,ds = x
:p=x
=x
Sctltvl = x
bet = x
vchg = X
~ortentry = x
Jlltrk = X
xttype = x
centry = x
~rlf~ed = x>

.. . . ,,.....

MIL-M-5920E (US=)
APPENDIX B

Table B-II. Tag Description

Description .

rcrafkDiagram

entities the aircraft diagram.

~e tircrafi diagram element requires a starting tag (<acrftdiag >) but does not
quire an ending tag.

the value of the ‘math* entity is set to ‘ignore’, this element contains the
Ilowing structure:

a group of elements consisting of
parsed character da~ or,
one footnote reference (effnref>) element or,
one cross reference (cxref>) element or,
one index enby flag (<incbdlag>) elernen~ or,
one verbatim text (derbatim>) eiemenc or,
one emergency information (emergency>) element or,
one emphasis (<emphasis>) element or,
one applicability (+plicabb) element or,
one graphic (cgraphic>) element or,
one subscript (csubscrpt>) ekement or,
one supscnpt (csupscrpt>) element or,
one external cross reference (cextref>) element or,
one data identtlcation (ccfataiden>) element

‘.~hkh. may, .mwr.one m.rn~re tines . ,,
.,

‘ the value of the ‘math= entity is set to ‘include”, this element contains th(
>Ilowing structure:

a group of elements consisting of:
parsed character dati% or,
one footnote reference (dtnref>) element or,
one cross reference (aref>) element or,
one index entry flag (<indxflag>) element; or,
one verbatim text (<verbatim>) element or,
one emergency information(cernergency+ element; or,
one emphasis (emphasis>) element or,

.,, one applicability (-capplicabll>) element; or,
one graphic (<graphic>) element or,
one subscript (.csubscrpt>) element or,
one supscript (csupscrpb) element or,
one external cross reference (aextref>} element; or,
one data identification (ccfataioen>) element or,
one formula reference (cdfref>) element or,
one in!ine formula (d>) element

which may occur one or more times.

The aircraft diagram is part of the chart e (<charte>).

Source Paragraph: 3.4.” .3-MIL-M-5920E
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Table B-II. Tag Description-Continued.

.-

. .

F==
L
cacrftwghins
appllcrefld = x
applictype = x
assocfig = x
assoctab = X
contype = x
deichivi = x
esds . x

tlcp = x
id=x
inschivl = x
tabel = x

I
revchg = x

i
sho~entry = x: .,..:’::’
skilltrk = x - - ‘”

1texttype = x
tocentry = x

erified = x>

Description

3r3tionaf Attrlbut e(s):

see the%COhAMATTI enby in the attribute description table for information on
he following attributes: TOCENTRY, SI-KXWENTRY, VERIFIED.

See the %BODYATT entry in the attribute description tabie for information on
he foitowing attributes: APPLiCt?EFiD, APPLICTYPE, ASSOCFiG,
4SSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCiiLV~ ESDS, HCP, K), lNSCiiLV~ IABEL
WVCI+G, Sk3LLTRK TEKTWPE.

4ircraft Weighing Instructions

denties the aircraft weighing instructions,

~he aircraft weighing instructions eiement requires a starting tag
<acrftwghins>) but does not require an ending tag.

ilis eiement contains the foilowing structure:
a group of eiernents consisting ot

one title (ctftfe>) eiemenc followed by,
a warning (cwarning>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple

imes; foiiowed by,
a caution (ccaution>) eiernent which may occur zero, one, or multipie

imes; foilowed by,

,,. ..-,?..I?oW (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple times;. .~. .
oilowed by;

a group of elements consisting ot
one paragraph (cpara>) elernen~ foiiowed by,
a note [<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or multipie times;

which is optional; foiiowed by,
a group of eiements consisting ot

one first level procedural step (cstepl >) eiemen~ followed by,
one or more first level procedural step (cstepl >) elements;

which is optional; followed by,
a first ieve[ subordinate paragraph (csubparal >) eiement which may

)ccur zero, one, or multiple times;
which may occur once.

fie aircraft weighing instructions is part of the ioading data (cioadata>).

source Paragraph: 3.4,1.3- MiL-M-5920E

>s)tiona[ Mtribtzte(s~

See the %COMMATT1 entryin the attribute description table for information
m the foilowing attributes: TOCENTRY, SHORTENTRY, VEFHFI ED.

B-10
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Tag

:acrftwgh ins> -
:ont

:acrftwghreq
Ippkrefid = x
Ippktype = x
Issocfig = x
msoctab = X
mntype = x
Ielchlv} = x
Sds = x
ICp = x
Cf=x
nschtvl = x
abel = x
;hoRentry = x
;kllltrk = X
exttype = x
ocentry ❑ x
)erlfied = X>

. . . .

,. . ...
“..-::,.

:body
;ecur}ty = x>

M.IL-M-5920B (USAF)
APPENDIX B

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Description

lee the %BODYATT entry in the attribute description table for information on
~e following attributes: APPLICREFID, APPLICTYPE, ASSOCFIG,
SSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL ESDS, t+CP, ID, lNSCHLV~ LABEL
EVCHG, SKtLLTRKi T13TIYPE.

kcraft We}ghing Requimnerlts

jentifies be aircraft weighing requirements.

he aircraft weighing requirements element requires a starting tag
cacrftwghrefp) b~k does not require an ending tag.

Wi ekrnent contains the following structure:
a group of elements consisting of

one titie (ctitie>) eiemen~ followed by,
a warning (warning>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple

roes; followed by,
a caution (<caution>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple

Imes; followed by,
a note (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple times;

DliOWedby,
a group of elements consisting ot

.. ..... ..
one paragraph (cpara>) element followed by,

~..- a note (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, ,or multiple times;
‘“-“WtiHt is’’ciptf’onal;‘followed by,

a group of elements consisting of
one first level procedural step (cstepl >) element followed by,
one or more first ievel procedural step (cstepl >) elements;

which is optional; followed by,
a first level subordinate paragraph (<subpara 1>) element which may

Kcur zero, one, or multiple times;
which may occur once.

%e aircraft weighing requirements is part of the loading data (cloadata>).

iource Paragraph: 3.4.1.3- MIL-lM-5920E

}Rti”otiai ‘A~ribute(s~

;ea the %COMMATF1 entry in the attribute description table for information
m thetoliowingattributes:TOCEN7TIY, SHORTENTRY, VERIFIED.

;ee the OABODYAIT entry in the attribute description table for information or
he foliowing attributes: APPLICREFID, APPLICTYPE, AS SO CFIG,
C3SOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HC?, ID, iNSCHLVL, MBEL
lEVCHG, SK! LLTR~ TECITYPE.

3ody Matter

dentifres the body of the document.

B-n
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Tabfe 641. Tag Description - Continued.. .

........-..-t,.- - ,..-.
,’

.

Tag

body> - cont.

char-k
ppkreficf = x
ppltctype =x-
seOCflg,.= .x<::..J~:~>.-::.,.,:.
X@$tN1-=’%. ‘“:.’
xNype = x
dchhd = X
$dS=x
:p=x
=x

schlvl = X
bet = x
~otintry = x
tiiltrk = X
:Xtype = x
centry = x
xif}ed = x>

DescrirXion

%e body matter element requires a starting tag (<body>) and an ending ta~
doodv>) ~

%ii element contains the following structure:
a group of elements consisting ot

one loading data introduction (doedintm>) element foilowed by,
one ioadkrg data (cloadata>) element.

whtch may occur once.

l%e body matter element may alsocontain (at any point):
footnote (&note>).

~ body matter is part of the document (<dockwgtcl>).

kmrce Paragmph: 3,4.1.2-3.4.1.3- MIL-M-5920E

>Rtioml A ttribute(s~

he the %.SECUR entry in the attribute description table for information on tiw

ollowing attributes: SECUR17Y.

>hart E

dentifies chart e.

tie,c.hrt e element requires a starting tag {ccharte>) but does not require ar,. .’&._.. ...,,.
:nciingtag. , ?..

Fthe value ofthe “math’ entity is set to “ignore’, this el@ment contains thE
allowing structure:

one weighing instructions (-ghinsb) eiemen~ followed by,
one aircraft d}agrem (ecrft&lag>} element followed by,
a group of elements consisting of:

parsed character dakq or,
one footnote reference (cftnref>) element or,
one cross reference (caef>) eiement or,
one inoex entry fiag (cindxfkg>) eiement or,
one verbatim text (werbatim>) eiernent or,
one emergency information (<emergency>)
one emphasis (<emphasis>} element or,

one applicability (<apphcabil>) element or,

one graphic (cgraph]c>) element or,
one subscript (csubscrpt>} element or,
onesupsctipt{csupscrpt>)element or,

element; or,

one externalcross reference {cexbef>) element or,

one data “tientffication (<dataiden>) element

which may occur one or more times.

f the value of the “math” entity is set to ‘include=, this element contains th(

ollowing structure:

I

i

I
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Tag

:charte> - cent

, ....

,:

.. ..
.

:docioadata
iocid = x
iocstat = x
nantype = x
;ervice = x>

MIL-M-592 OB ( USAF)
~?E.JDIx B

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Description

one weighing insb’uctbns (+ghin+ eiemenc followed by,
~ne ~rcrafi diagr~ (<acrftdiq>) e]eme~~ followedby,

a group ofelements consisting of
parsed character daa or,
one footnote reference (.dnref>) elemens or,
one cross reference (cxref>) element or,
one index en&y flag (dxhdbg>) elernen~ or,
one verbatim text (verbatim>)demen~ or,
one emergency information (emergency+ element or,
one emphasis (emphasis>) elernen~ or,
one applicability (capplicakit>} ekrnen~ or,
one graphic (cgraphlc>) element or,
one subscript (<subscript>) element or,
one supscnpt (apcrpt>) element or,
one external cross reference (<extref>) element or,
one data identification(edataiden>)element or,

one formula reference (cdfref>) elemen~ or,
one inline formula (4>) element

which may occur one or more times.

%e chart e element may also contain {at
warning (awning>) or,
caution (ccaution>) or,

“~ note [cnote>).

any point):

me chart e is part ofthe loading data (-doadata+.

Source Paragraph: 3.4.1.3- MIL-M-5920E

3DtJ0rtal Attrfbute(s]:

k the %COMMA~l entry in the attribute description table for information on

he following attributes: TOCENTRY, SHORTENTRY, VERIFIED

;ee the %BODYATT entry in the attribute description table for information on
he following attributes: APPLICREFID, AFPLICTYPE, ASSOCFIG,
4SSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HCP, ID, INSCHLVL, lABEL,
3EVCHG, StQLLTR~ TEXTIYPE. . .

>ocument

cienti)es the beginning of the document.

me document element requires a starting tag (cdocloadata>
ag (.c/docioadata>).

his element contains the following structure:
one front matter (dront>) element followed by,
one body matter (<body>) element followed by,

and an endin$

B-13
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APPENDIX B

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Tag Description

:docloadata> - cent an optional rear titter (crear>) element

The document is not part of any other element.

[Source Paragraph: 3.4.1.3- MIL-M-5920E

F#equired ~ ..

See the %D0CA7T entry in the attribute description table for information on
the following attributes: DOCID, DOCSTAT, MANTYPE,

Qotion AWbutal e(s~

SERVICE: Specifies the service which is primarily responsible for the
document The value of this attribute maybe setto one of the following values:
●AF (Air Force), “NAVY’, “ARMY, “MC’ (Marine Corps), ‘DiJ4m (Defense

Logistics Agency), ‘CG’ (Coast Guard). The default value of this attribute is
‘AF,

See the %SECUR entry in the attribute description table for information on the
ollowing attributes: SECUR17Y.

front
WxJrity= x>

identifies the front matter.

~..’- he front matter e}emeptrequires -a starting tag (-dront>) and an ending tag

“Seiernent contains the following structure:
a group of elements consisting of:

one identification information (cidinfo>) eiemenc followed by,

one list of effective pages (ciep+ element followed by,
an optional verification status pages (eerstab) eiement foliowed by,
one t~!e of contents (<contents>) eiemen~ foliowed by,

one optional iist of illustrations (ciliusiisb-} element followed by,
one optional iist of tabies (.dabielist)> element foilowed by,
an optional safety summary (-=safesum>) element.

which may occur once.
. .. . . ,

The front matter is part of the document (cdocloadata>). ““-”

Source Paragraph: 3.4.1.1- MIL-M-5920E

Ogltl“ontd Attribute(sJ:

See the %SECUR entry in the attribute description table for information on the

oliowing attributes: SECURITY.

I
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Tag

<Ioadata
appllcrefid = x
applictype = x
assocflg = x
assoctab = X
rcontype = x
dekhtvf = x
esds = x
hcp = X
id=x
inschhd = x
label = x
shortentry = x

skilhrk = X
texttype = x
tocentry = x

.. . ... . .:

MIL-M-592 OE
APPENDIX

USAF)
B

Table B-11. Tag Description - Continued.

Description

.oadlng Data

jentifies the loading data section.

“he loading data eiement requires a starting tag (cloadata>) and an ending

~g (ckadata>).

We element contains the following structure:

one weight and balance requirements (.avgtbalreq>) element foliowed by,
one aircraft weighing requirements (<acrftwghreq>) element foliowed by,

one aircraft weighing instructions (acrftwghins>) element followed by,

one chart e [<charte>) eiement.

%e loading data element may also contain (at any point):
figure (cfigure>) or,
tabie (ctalie>) Or,
foldout (foldout>).

%e ioading data is part of the body matter (<body>).

;ource Paragraph: 3.4.1.3- MIL-M-5920E

?Qtional Attri bute(sk

see the %COMMAlT2 entry in the attribute description table for information

m the foliowing attributes: TOCE~Y, SHORTENTRY.

See the %BCl DYA7T entw in the attribute description table for informa~on or
!~h-efollowing attributes: APPLICREFID, APPLICTYPE, ASSOCFIG
ASSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLV~ ESDS, HCP, ID, INSCHLVL, IABEL

iREVCHG, SKILLTR~ TBTIYPE.

.dcsadintro
applicrefid = x
applictype = x
assocfig = x
assoctab = x

cantype = x

delchlvi =-x. .. .
esds = x
hcp = X
id=x
inschhrt = x

label = x

shortentry = x
skilltrk = x
texttype.= x
tocentry = x

-oading Data Introduction

dentifiesthe inwoductcry material of the document.

I%e loading data introduction eiement requires a starting tag (-doadintro>) ani
m ending tag (uloadintro>).

This eiement contains the following structure:
‘-orie’paragraph element followed by, 1.

one primary paragraph [<paraO>) element or,
a group of elements consisting of:

one sequential list (<seqiisb) eiement or,
one random iist (<ran’di~~) eiernen$ or,

one definition list (<ciefiist>) eiemen~
which may occur once; or,
one symbol section (qrnsect>) eiemen~ or,
one abbreviation section (<abbrsect>) element; or,

a group of elements consisting o~
an optional warning (*aming>) element followed by,

B-15
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APPENDIX B

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Tag Description

:Ioadintro> - cont. an optional caution (<caution>) element followed by,
an optional note (<note>) element

which may occur zer~, one, or multipletimes; followed by,
an optional international standard information (cinternatlstd>) element

ollowed by,
an optional list of related publications (cirp>) element; fol~owed by,

an optional list of tcto’s (<ctolist>) elernen~ followed by,
an optional record of applicable technical directives (<ratd>) element

OkWed by,
an optional technical manual improvement report (<tmimprep>) element

OkWeCf by,
one weight and balance classification (-gtbalclass>) element followed by
one how to use chart e (cuseckrte>) elernen~ followed by,
one optional primary paragraph (<paraO>) ekmen~ followed by,
one list of tcto’s (.dctolist>) element.

e loading data introduction element may also contain (at any point):
figure (dlgure>) or,
table (ctable>) .

The loading data introduction is part of the body matter (cbody>).

Source Paragraph: 3.4.1.2- Mk-k%!S920E

,,. .. .
.. . QP Uona [.Attrib@efs~, . . .../2,.,... .,”5. . . . . . . . .. ;,’.: .. :.”,”- “.-::=.’. “-,~: c-,-~,,.. -.., ,,..’~

See the 0~COMhW~2 entry in the attribute description table-for i~formatiort or
‘the following attributes: TOCENTRY, SHORTENTRY,

See the %BODYAIT entry in the attribute description table for information on

the following attributes: APPLIGREFID, APPLICTYP~, ASS OCFIG,
ASSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLV~ ESDS, I+C~, ID, INSCHLVL, UBEL,
REVCHG, SKILLTRK, TEK17YPE.

01.. .

I
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APPENDIX B

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Tag Description

:usecharte HOW to use Chart E

pplicrefid = Y.
ppllctype = x

Giies instructions on the use of chwt e

,Ssxflg = x The how to use chart e eiernent requires a starting tag (cusecharte>) but does

Ssoct8b=x not require an ending tag.

retype = x

teki?hd = x
is element contains the fokwing structure:

teds = x

a group of elements consisting*

Ep =x
one tiUe (<title+ element followed by,

5=X
a waning(cwaming>) eiement which may occur zero, one, or multiple

rwchlvl = x
‘meS; followed by,

Bbel = x
a caution (<caution>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple

:hotientry = x
times; followed by,

ikllttrk = X
a note (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple times;

exttype = x
followed by,

ocentry = x
a group of elements consisting ot

wified = x>
one paragraph (qar-) eiemen~ followed by,
a note (cnote+ element wtich may occur zero, one, or multiple times;

which is optional; followed by,
a group of elements consisting ot

one first ievei procedural step (csiepl >) element followed by,

one or more first level procedural step (cstepl >) elements;
wjichisopbond;fdowed by!

4......-..,-:....-.:.-; ,.
a firstievelsubordinate p-aragraph ‘(cs~bparal. >) eiernenl which may

occur zero, one, or multiple times;

which may occur once.

e how to use chart e is part of the Ioadata introduction (.doadintro>),

Source Paragraph: 3,4.1.2- MIL-h&5920E

ODtionai Attrlbute{s]

See the %COMMA7T1 entry in the attribute description tabie for information

on the to}iowing attributes: TOCENTRY, SHOWTENTRY, VERIFIED.

See @ ,%B~DYATT entry in the attribute description tabie for information on. .

the” followi’ng ”attributes: APPLICREFID, APPIJC~PE, ASSOCFIG,
SSOCTAB, CONTYPE, D,ELCHLVL, ESCIS, HCP, ID, INSCHLVL, LABEL,

R=WCHG, SKILLTR~ TBTFYPE.
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APPENDIX B

Table 6-11. Tag Description - Continued.

Tag

mrghinst
~pplkrefld = x
Ipp[ictype = x
Iss’ocfig = x
msoct.ab = X
xmtype = x
Ieichtvl = x
!eds = x
Icp =x
d=x
nschtvl = X
~bei = x
;hortentry = x
Jtiiltrk = X
exttype = x
ocentry = x
Feriflecl = x>

. . . . .

Description

Yeightng htstructlons

~entiles the weighing instructions.

he weighing instructions element requires a starting tag (-=wghinst>) but does
lot require an ending tag.

F the value of the ‘math” entity is set to “ignore*, this element contains ths

diowing structure:

a group of elements consisting ofl
parsed character dat.ix or,
one footnote reference (dtnref+ element;or,
one crossreference(areti) eiement or,
one index entry fiag (<indxftag>) eiemen~ or,
one verbatim text (.werbatim>) eiemen~ or,
one emergency information(emergency>} element;or,
one emphasis (<emphasis>) eiemen~ or,
one applicability (capplicabit>) eiemen~ or,
one graphic (cgraphic+ elernen~ or,

one subscript (csubscrpt>) element or,

one supscript (csupscrpt>) eiement; or,

one external cross reference (cextref>) element; or,

one data idetitification (<dataiderr>) eiemer?t
: which ,may, ,mcur@m.or rnoC.e, ti.rTWS..~, ,.,. . . . . . . . . ___ . , . . ._ ,

.. .-, : . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .., ..:,, -..... ---- --:,?.- --, --

‘ the value of the ‘math” entity is set to “inciucie’, this element contains thE

>Iiowing structure:

a group of elements consisting of:

parsed character daa or,

one footnote reference (cftnref >) eiemenc or,
one cross reference (areb) element or,

one index entry fiag (<indxflag>) eiement; or, -

one verbatim text (flerbatim>) element or,

one emergency inforrnatiori (<emergency>) element or,

one emphasis (<emphasis>) eiemen: or,

one applicability (cappiicabif>) eiement; or,

one graphic (<graphic>) eiemen~ or,
one subscript (<subscript>) eiement; or,

one supscript (csupscrpt>) eiement; or,

one external cross reference (.cex&ef>) element; or,

one data identilcation (cdataiden+ element; or,

one forrnuia reterence (cdfref>) eiement or,
one irriine formula (&) eiemen~

which may occur one or more times.

he weighing instructions is pad of the chart e (<charte>).

e “

I
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APPENDIXB

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Tag I
wghirtst> - cont.

I

wgtbaiclass
ppllcrefld = x
pplictype = x
Ssocfig = x
ssoctab = x
ontype = x
elchlvl = x
Sds = x
Cp =x
j=x
I*M = x
~bei = Xy:,:.:,i:..:“:.:,;

hoiientry=x’”” ‘“

killtrk = x

exttype = x

Dcentry = x

edfied = x>

Description

;ource Paragraph: 3.4.1.3- MIL-M-5920E

)@lonal AttKIbute(sx

iee the %COMMAIT1 entry in the attrfbute description tabie for information on
w fdowing attributes: TOCENTRY, SHORTENTRY, VERiFiED,

;ee the %BODYATT entry in the attribute description table for information on
ne foliowing attributes: APPLiCREFID, APPLIC?YPE, ASSOCFIG,
&SOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL ESDS, HCP, ID, INSCHLVL IABEL
EVCHG, SKILLTR~ TEXTIYPE.

Velght and BalanceCiassJffcatlon

dentffies the weight and balance classification.

‘he weight and balance classification element requires a starting tag
mgtba)ciass>) but does not require an ending tag.

MS element contains Ure foliowing structure:
a group of elements consisting ot

one title (ctitie >) element foliowed by,
a warning (-arning+ element which may occur zero, one, or multipie

imes; foiiowed by,
a caution (<caution>) eiernent which may occur zero, one, or rnultipie

i’i@;fdiowed by, ... .,,.--- ,.,.
a note (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, “ormultiple times;

ollowed by,
a group of eiements consisting ot

one paragraph (<para>) elernen~ foliowed by,
a note (.cnote>) element which may occur zero, one, or multiple times;

which is optional; foliowed by,
a group of elements consisting ot

one first ievel procedural step (cstepl>)elernenCfollowedby,
one or more fi~ilevelpr~edural step (astepl >) elements;

which ‘isoptional: followed by,
a first ievel subordinate paragraph (csubparal >) element which may

>ccur zero, one, or multipie “times; -
.. ..

which may occuronce.

rhe weight and baiance classification is part of the ioaaata introduction
;40adintro>).

Source Paragraph: 3.4.1.2- MIL-M-5920E

Mtlonal Attribute[s~

See the %COMMATT1 entry in the attribute description table for information
m the following attributes: TOCENTRY, SHORTENTRY, VERIFIED.
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:

Table B-IL Tag Description - Continued.

Tag Description

:wgtbalclass> - See the %BODYATT enby in the attdbute description table for information on
:ont the following attributes: APPLICREFID, APPLICTYPE. ASSOCFIG,

ASSOCTAB, CONTYPE, DELCHLVL, ESDS, HCP, ID, iNSCHLVL, UB5L,
REVCHG, SKiLLTR~ TEHTYPE.

:wgtbaireq eight and Balance Requirements
ippikrefid = X

Identities the weight and balance requirements.
Ipplktype = x
issocflg = x he weight and balance requirements eiement requires a starting tag

ssoctab = X (cwgtbalreq>) but does notrequire an ending tag.
:Ontype = x
leichtvl = x

is element contains the foiiowing structure:
a group of elements consisting ot

!sds = X

Icp =x
one tide (ctiffe>) eiemen~ followed by,

d=x
a warning (-avarning>) element which may occur zero, one, or multipie

times; followed by,
nschivl = X

gbel = x
a caution (<caution>) eiement which may occur zero, one, or multiple

;hortentry = x
times; foliowecf by,

Jdtltrk = x
a note (cnote>) element which may occur zero, one, or muitipie times;

foiiowed by,
exttype = x
ocentry = x

a group of eiements consisting ot

wrl~t,eid= x>
one paragraph (<par=>) eiemen~ foliowed by,

-v, ,.,:! ,),-, -f--,. { .:+..,.4: *,..+ -G..a.rrole. (<note>) element which may occur zero, one, or muitipie times;
which is optional; followed by,

. . a group of elements consisting ot
one first ievei procedural step (<stepl >) eiemenc foilowed by,
one or more first ievel procedural step (cstepl >) elements;

which is optional; foiiowed by,
a first ievel subordinate paragraph (<subparal >) eiement which may

occur zero,one, ormuitipietimes;
which may occur once.

e weight and baiance requirements is pan ofthe ioadingdata (-doadata>).

Source Paragraph: 3.4.1.2-MiL-M--592OE
.=...,

tiotiaiA“ttrfb”iites‘:”““

see thexCOMMA~; entryinthestir-ibutedescription tabie fOr information

on the foliowing attributes: TOCEN7RY, SHORTENTRY, VERIFIED.

See the %BODYA~ entry in the attribute description table for information on
the toilowing attributes: APP~iCREFID, APPLIC~YPE. ASS OCFi G,

.SSOCT~5, COt41YPE, DE!_C1-fLVL, ESilS, HCP, ID, IP4SCHLVL, L4F3EL,
REVCt-iG, SKILLTRif TEXTI’YPE.
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